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since its first publication in 1952 buddhist dictionary has been a trusted companion and helper in the study of buddhist literature the
author nyanatiloka thera was qualified as few others have ever been to serve as a reliable guide through the field of theravada buddhist
terminology and doctrine in this book he offers authentic and lucid explanations of pali buddhist terms with cross references in english
and source references as well amidst the welter of modern works on buddhism and translations differing one from the other this book will
help in identifying the doctrinal terms and in correcting misleading renderings not a mere word dictionary but an aid to the terminology of
theravada buddhism buddhist dictionary will be as helpful to the serious lay student as to the professional scholar manual of key buddhist
terms lotsawa kawa paltseg in order to understand buddhism clearly we need to have a good knowledge of buddhist terminology this text
written by an 8th century tibetan translator named kawa paltseg introduces us to a world of definitive buddhist terminology in addition to
clearly categorizing many key buddhist terms the author provides comprehensive lists with commentaries of the terms through which the
reader can learn about the world of buddhism its psychology cosmology philosophical outlook and other aspects publisher s note this book a
manual of key buddhist terms by an 8th century tibetan translator lotsawa kaba paltseg provides a lists of key buddhist terms with useful
commentaries the text precisely deals with such topics as the nature of the person discussion on the method by which the individual relates
to the world and the consequences that follow from that the law of dependent origination the nature of emptiness the path to buddhahood
from two different angles and various qualities of beings not yet freed from cyclic existence samsara etc prepared in an easily
comprehendable way this handy booklet will be of immense use to students and scholars of buddhism as a ready reference ven thupten rikey
and andrew ruskin are to be complemented for their efforts in translating this valuable text gyatsho tshering director january 1992 here is
an outstanding work for which two eminent scholars of chinese buddhism separated by 2000 miles of ocean collaborated for complete ten years
during which the manuscript crossed the atlantic four times the authors aim has been to provide a key for the student with which to unlock
a closed door and which does serve to reveal the riches of the great buddhist thesaurus in china in the absence of a dictionary of chinese
buddhist terms it was small wonder that the translation of chinese texts has made little progress important thought these are to the
understanding of mahayana buddhism especially in its far eastern development with more than 5 000 entries totaling over a million words
this is the most comprehensive and authoritative dictionary of buddhism ever produced in english it is also the first to cover terms from
all of the canonical buddhist languages and traditions sanskrit pali tibetan chinese japanese and korean unlike reference works that focus
on a single buddhist language or school the princeton dictionary of buddhism bridges the major buddhist traditions to provide encyclopedic
coverage of the most important terms concepts texts authors deities schools monasteries and geographical sites from across the history of
buddhism the main entries offer both a brief definition and a substantial short essay on the broader meaning and significance of the term
covered extensive cross references allow readers to find related terms and concepts an appendix of buddhist lists for example the four
noble truths and the thirty two marks of the buddha a timeline six maps and two diagrams are also included written and edited by two of
today s most eminent scholars of buddhism and more than a decade in the making this landmark work is an essential reference for every
student scholar or practitioner of buddhism and for anyone else interested in asian religion history or philosophy the most comprehensive
dictionary of buddhism ever produced in english more than 5 000 entries totaling over a million words the first dictionary to cover terms
from all of the canonical buddhist languages and traditions sanskrit pali tibetan chinese japanese and korean detailed entries on the most
important terms concepts texts authors deities schools monasteries and geographical sites in the history of buddhism cross references and
appendixes that allow readers to find related terms and look up equivalent terms in multiple buddhist languages includes a list of buddhist
lists a timeline and maps also contains selected terms and names in thai burmese vietnamese lao khmer sinhalese newar and mongolian this
book contains translations of important pali words and meditation terms arranged in alphabetical order roman script normal english
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definitions include a longer discussion of certain complex concepts and source references there are translations of both english and pali
words mixed together making it easy to look up important pali words or terms or finding them when knowing only the english equivalent this
sixth revised edition is a cooperative effort of the bps and pariyatti in this edition the abbreviation scheme and reference systems have
been modernised moreover some of the source notes made in an age when digital search tools were not available and originally located in an
appendix have been revised by me in order to accurately reflect the first occurrences of terms and to avoid duplication of statements
already found in the entries the british spelling of words has been retained nyanatusita kandy sri lanka september 2017 the fo guang shan
buddhist order and buddha s light international association founded by venerable master hsing yun two of the world s largest buddhist
organizations are dedicated to the spread of humanistic buddhism a 21st century form of buddhism aimed at bettering this world and human
life by following the buddha s teachings throughout the past 50 years tremendous progress has been made in the circles of chinese speaking
communities while steady efforts are made in rendering this vast amount of buddhist corpus into english spanish french portuguese and some
twenty other languages as said to learn a new language is take on a new culture a new world further difficulties arise when it comes to
learning buddhism in a new language still a world that awaits the light of wisdom and experience to be shed any aspiring translator daring
to take on this daunting task of translating buddhist texts into their own language would no doubt appreciate as much help as they can
obtain the present glossary of humanistic buddhism ��������� is a fully revised and expanded version of the standardized fgs names and
terms created by the international buddhist progress society ibps in 2005 and approved by the fgs board of directors additional entries
have been compiled from all english publications under fo guang shan s cultural undertakings such as fo guang cultural enterprise fo guang
shan international translation center buddha s light publications fo guang shan institute of humanistic buddhism and buddha s light
international association blia the editorial team hopes this volume will shed light on the many references to fo guang shan and blia terms
historical events persons places publications and frequently used buddhist terminology concepts sutra titles and quotes that appear in
publications by fo guang shan as well as works of venerable master hsing yun entries are selected based on the interest and request by
translators at fo guang shan and blia in hopes that this volume assist in their readings of the complete works of venerable master hsing
yun understanding of vernacular buddhist expressions and translation works of humanistic buddhism this edition contains some 5 000 entries
divided into the following basic categories 1 terminology 2 building 3 event 4 department 5 publication and 6 venerable master hsing yun s
one stroke calligraphy detailed further by the abbreviations listed on page viii suggestions and comments by perceptive readers will be of
vital interest and value for the amendments of future editions readers are encouraged to write to the editorial team for the improvements
of future editions an online version of the glossary is available at fgsihb org dictionary the editorial team would like to dedicate this
edition of the glossary of humanistic buddhism to all experienced and aspiring translators as well as interpreters who have paved the way
for the global dissemination of humanistic buddhism the buddhism as taught by the buddha for human beings to purify and make this world
virtuous and beautiful this highly important book translates and clearly explains foundational pali terms that are vital to a complete
understanding of buddhist philosophy and religion it is an accurate detailed and authentic buddhist dictionary of doctrinal terms from the
pali canon and its commentaries it is of value for understanding the early buddhist tradition and the theravada tradition which grew out of
it but does not cover the later buddhist traditions the author nyanatiloka was a german monk who compiled the book while interned in india
by the british during world war ii since then it has been enlarged and revised this being the third revised and enlarged edition the main
entries are listed under the pali terms and the english expressions commonly used are explained and included original pali words are often
used in buddhist texts and remain untranslated since writers often did not know their accurate meanings therefore this book is widely known
as an essential work for all serious students of buddhism this invaluable interpretive tool first published in 1937 is now available for
the first time in a paperback edition specially aimed at students of chinese buddhism those who have endeavoured to read chinese texts
apart from the apprehension of a sanskrit background have generally made a fallacious interpretation for the buddhist canon is basically
translation or analogous to translation in consequence a large number of terms existing are employed approximately to connote imported
ideas as the various chinese translators understood those ideas various translators invented different terms and even when the same term
was finally adopted its connotation varied sometimes widely from the chinese term of phrase as normally used by the chinese for instance
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klésa undoubtedly has a meaning in sanskrit similar to that of i e affliction distress trouble in buddhism affliction or as it may be
understood from chinese the afflicters distressers troublers means passions and illusions and consequently fan nao in buddhist phraseology
has acquired this technical connotation of the passions and illusions many terms of a similar character are noted in the body of this work
consequent partly on this use of ordinary terms even a well educated chinese without a knowledge of the technical equivalents finds himself
unable to understand their implications this new dictionary now available in paperback as part of the best selling oxford paperback
reference series covers both historical and contemporary issues in buddhism and includes all buddhist schools and cultures over 2 000 broad
ranging entries cover beliefs doctrines major teachers and scholars place names and artefacts in a clear and concise style the text is
illustrated with line drawings of religious structures iconographic forms and gestures and ritual objects appendices include a chronology
and a guide to canonical scriptures as well as a pronunciation guide for difficult names and terms this book provides a detailed yet
accessible guide to basic terminology and concepts of indian buddhism in all its forms the eight chapters elucidate the principle branches
of buddhism the three treasures the elements of existence the seals of the law dependent origination the four noble truths religious
practice and the defilements being sanskrit chinese dictionary with vocabularies of buddhist terms in pali singhalese siamese burmese
tibetan mongolian and japanese dictionary pdf of buddhist terms in english and transliterated pali a dictionary and a glossary of terms
plus brief biographies of eminent buddhists and scholars from both east and west with over fifteen hundred entries and forty six
illustrations the shambhala dictionary of buddhism and zen is the most complete compact reference work of its kind available in the english
language it is designed not only for students and meditators but also as a took to help familiarize all readers with buddhist terms and
concepts such as chakra karma koan nirvana and tantra that are encountered with increasing regularity in the literature of a wide range of
fields today the lives and teachings of important philosophers and meditation masters the variety of practices the basic texts and
scriptures and the range of sects and schools of thought are among the subjects covered pronunciation tables a comprehensive bibliography
and a ch an zen lineage chart are also provided ������������� ������������������ �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� �������������� buddhist terms
names ceremonies texts teaching major buddhist sects and their founders are all explained moving beyond the original bodhi tree where the
historical buddha attained enlightenment buddhism spread throughout asia and in more recent history has become ubiquitous in america and
other western nations as it marches into the status of a major global religion during its history westward it has changed adapted to new
cultures and offered spiritual help to those looking for answers to the problems of life buddhism is studied in institutions of higher
education practice by many people worldwide and its literature is translated in numerous languages historical dictionary of buddhism second
edition contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has more than 900 cross referenced
entries on important personalities as well as complex theological concepts significant practices and basic writings and texts this book is
an excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about buddhism this is the first attempt at a description of
the grammar and lexicon of buddhist hybrid sanskrit most north indian buddhist texts are composed in it it is based primarily on an old
middle indic vernacular not otherwise identifiable but there seems reason to believe that it contains features that were borrowed from
other middle indic dialects in other words even its middle indic aspects are dialectically somewhat mixed most strikingly however bhs was
also extensively influenced by sanskrit from the very beginning of the tradition as it has been transmitted to us and increasingly as time
went on many especially later products of this tradition have often though misleadingly been called simply sanskrit without qualification
in principle the author has excluded from the grammar and dictionary all forms which are standard sanskrit and all words which are used in
standard sanskrit with the same meanings



Buddhist Dictionary 2004-12-01

since its first publication in 1952 buddhist dictionary has been a trusted companion and helper in the study of buddhist literature the
author nyanatiloka thera was qualified as few others have ever been to serve as a reliable guide through the field of theravada buddhist
terminology and doctrine in this book he offers authentic and lucid explanations of pali buddhist terms with cross references in english
and source references as well amidst the welter of modern works on buddhism and translations differing one from the other this book will
help in identifying the doctrinal terms and in correcting misleading renderings not a mere word dictionary but an aid to the terminology of
theravada buddhism buddhist dictionary will be as helpful to the serious lay student as to the professional scholar

A Manual of Key Buddhist Terms 2015-01-01

manual of key buddhist terms lotsawa kawa paltseg in order to understand buddhism clearly we need to have a good knowledge of buddhist
terminology this text written by an 8th century tibetan translator named kawa paltseg introduces us to a world of definitive buddhist
terminology in addition to clearly categorizing many key buddhist terms the author provides comprehensive lists with commentaries of the
terms through which the reader can learn about the world of buddhism its psychology cosmology philosophical outlook and other aspects

A Dictionary of Buddhist Terms and Terminologies 1999

publisher s note this book a manual of key buddhist terms by an 8th century tibetan translator lotsawa kaba paltseg provides a lists of key
buddhist terms with useful commentaries the text precisely deals with such topics as the nature of the person discussion on the method by
which the individual relates to the world and the consequences that follow from that the law of dependent origination the nature of
emptiness the path to buddhahood from two different angles and various qualities of beings not yet freed from cyclic existence samsara etc
prepared in an easily comprehendable way this handy booklet will be of immense use to students and scholars of buddhism as a ready
reference ven thupten rikey and andrew ruskin are to be complemented for their efforts in translating this valuable text gyatsho tshering
director january 1992

A Manual of Key Buddhist Terms - Categorization of Buddhist Terminology with Commentary 1977

here is an outstanding work for which two eminent scholars of chinese buddhism separated by 2000 miles of ocean collaborated for complete
ten years during which the manuscript crossed the atlantic four times the authors aim has been to provide a key for the student with which
to unlock a closed door and which does serve to reveal the riches of the great buddhist thesaurus in china in the absence of a dictionary
of chinese buddhist terms it was small wonder that the translation of chinese texts has made little progress important thought these are to
the understanding of mahayana buddhism especially in its far eastern development

A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms 2013-11-24

with more than 5 000 entries totaling over a million words this is the most comprehensive and authoritative dictionary of buddhism ever
produced in english it is also the first to cover terms from all of the canonical buddhist languages and traditions sanskrit pali tibetan
chinese japanese and korean unlike reference works that focus on a single buddhist language or school the princeton dictionary of buddhism



bridges the major buddhist traditions to provide encyclopedic coverage of the most important terms concepts texts authors deities schools
monasteries and geographical sites from across the history of buddhism the main entries offer both a brief definition and a substantial
short essay on the broader meaning and significance of the term covered extensive cross references allow readers to find related terms and
concepts an appendix of buddhist lists for example the four noble truths and the thirty two marks of the buddha a timeline six maps and two
diagrams are also included written and edited by two of today s most eminent scholars of buddhism and more than a decade in the making this
landmark work is an essential reference for every student scholar or practitioner of buddhism and for anyone else interested in asian
religion history or philosophy the most comprehensive dictionary of buddhism ever produced in english more than 5 000 entries totaling over
a million words the first dictionary to cover terms from all of the canonical buddhist languages and traditions sanskrit pali tibetan
chinese japanese and korean detailed entries on the most important terms concepts texts authors deities schools monasteries and
geographical sites in the history of buddhism cross references and appendixes that allow readers to find related terms and look up
equivalent terms in multiple buddhist languages includes a list of buddhist lists a timeline and maps also contains selected terms and
names in thai burmese vietnamese lao khmer sinhalese newar and mongolian

The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism 2019-10-28

this book contains translations of important pali words and meditation terms arranged in alphabetical order roman script normal english
definitions include a longer discussion of certain complex concepts and source references there are translations of both english and pali
words mixed together making it easy to look up important pali words or terms or finding them when knowing only the english equivalent this
sixth revised edition is a cooperative effort of the bps and pariyatti in this edition the abbreviation scheme and reference systems have
been modernised moreover some of the source notes made in an age when digital search tools were not available and originally located in an
appendix have been revised by me in order to accurately reflect the first occurrences of terms and to avoid duplication of statements
already found in the entries the british spelling of words has been retained nyanatusita kandy sri lanka september 2017

Buddhist Dictionary 2002

the fo guang shan buddhist order and buddha s light international association founded by venerable master hsing yun two of the world s
largest buddhist organizations are dedicated to the spread of humanistic buddhism a 21st century form of buddhism aimed at bettering this
world and human life by following the buddha s teachings throughout the past 50 years tremendous progress has been made in the circles of
chinese speaking communities while steady efforts are made in rendering this vast amount of buddhist corpus into english spanish french
portuguese and some twenty other languages as said to learn a new language is take on a new culture a new world further difficulties arise
when it comes to learning buddhism in a new language still a world that awaits the light of wisdom and experience to be shed any aspiring
translator daring to take on this daunting task of translating buddhist texts into their own language would no doubt appreciate as much
help as they can obtain the present glossary of humanistic buddhism ��������� is a fully revised and expanded version of the standardized
fgs names and terms created by the international buddhist progress society ibps in 2005 and approved by the fgs board of directors
additional entries have been compiled from all english publications under fo guang shan s cultural undertakings such as fo guang cultural
enterprise fo guang shan international translation center buddha s light publications fo guang shan institute of humanistic buddhism and
buddha s light international association blia the editorial team hopes this volume will shed light on the many references to fo guang shan
and blia terms historical events persons places publications and frequently used buddhist terminology concepts sutra titles and quotes that
appear in publications by fo guang shan as well as works of venerable master hsing yun entries are selected based on the interest and
request by translators at fo guang shan and blia in hopes that this volume assist in their readings of the complete works of venerable



master hsing yun understanding of vernacular buddhist expressions and translation works of humanistic buddhism this edition contains some 5
000 entries divided into the following basic categories 1 terminology 2 building 3 event 4 department 5 publication and 6 venerable master
hsing yun s one stroke calligraphy detailed further by the abbreviations listed on page viii suggestions and comments by perceptive readers
will be of vital interest and value for the amendments of future editions readers are encouraged to write to the editorial team for the
improvements of future editions an online version of the glossary is available at fgsihb org dictionary the editorial team would like to
dedicate this edition of the glossary of humanistic buddhism to all experienced and aspiring translators as well as interpreters who have
paved the way for the global dissemination of humanistic buddhism the buddhism as taught by the buddha for human beings to purify and make
this world virtuous and beautiful

Buddhānusmṛti 1987-01-01

this highly important book translates and clearly explains foundational pali terms that are vital to a complete understanding of buddhist
philosophy and religion it is an accurate detailed and authentic buddhist dictionary of doctrinal terms from the pali canon and its
commentaries it is of value for understanding the early buddhist tradition and the theravada tradition which grew out of it but does not
cover the later buddhist traditions the author nyanatiloka was a german monk who compiled the book while interned in india by the british
during world war ii since then it has been enlarged and revised this being the third revised and enlarged edition the main entries are
listed under the pali terms and the english expressions commonly used are explained and included original pali words are often used in
buddhist texts and remain untranslated since writers often did not know their accurate meanings therefore this book is widely known as an
essential work for all serious students of buddhism

Tibetan-English Dictionary of Buddhist Terminology 2023-08-01

this invaluable interpretive tool first published in 1937 is now available for the first time in a paperback edition specially aimed at
students of chinese buddhism those who have endeavoured to read chinese texts apart from the apprehension of a sanskrit background have
generally made a fallacious interpretation for the buddhist canon is basically translation or analogous to translation in consequence a
large number of terms existing are employed approximately to connote imported ideas as the various chinese translators understood those
ideas various translators invented different terms and even when the same term was finally adopted its connotation varied sometimes widely
from the chinese term of phrase as normally used by the chinese for instance klésa undoubtedly has a meaning in sanskrit similar to that of
i e affliction distress trouble in buddhism affliction or as it may be understood from chinese the afflicters distressers troublers means
passions and illusions and consequently fan nao in buddhist phraseology has acquired this technical connotation of the passions and
illusions many terms of a similar character are noted in the body of this work consequent partly on this use of ordinary terms even a well
educated chinese without a knowledge of the technical equivalents finds himself unable to understand their implications

中英人間佛教詞彙選（The Glossary of HUMANISTIC BUDDHISM） 2021-03

this new dictionary now available in paperback as part of the best selling oxford paperback reference series covers both historical and
contemporary issues in buddhism and includes all buddhist schools and cultures over 2 000 broad ranging entries cover beliefs doctrines
major teachers and scholars place names and artefacts in a clear and concise style the text is illustrated with line drawings of religious
structures iconographic forms and gestures and ritual objects appendices include a chronology and a guide to canonical scriptures as well
as a pronunciation guide for difficult names and terms



Buddhist Dictionary 2003-12-18

this book provides a detailed yet accessible guide to basic terminology and concepts of indian buddhism in all its forms the eight chapters
elucidate the principle branches of buddhism the three treasures the elements of existence the seals of the law dependent origination the
four noble truths religious practice and the defilements

A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms 2004-08-26

being sanskrit chinese dictionary with vocabularies of buddhist terms in pali singhalese siamese burmese tibetan mongolian and japanese

A Dictionary of Buddhism 1970

dictionary pdf of buddhist terms in english and transliterated pali

Buddhist Dictionary 2004

a dictionary and a glossary of terms plus brief biographies of eminent buddhists and scholars from both east and west

Buddhist Dictionary 2005

with over fifteen hundred entries and forty six illustrations the shambhala dictionary of buddhism and zen is the most complete compact
reference work of its kind available in the english language it is designed not only for students and meditators but also as a took to help
familiarize all readers with buddhist terms and concepts such as chakra karma koan nirvana and tantra that are encountered with increasing
regularity in the literature of a wide range of fields today the lives and teachings of important philosophers and meditation masters the
variety of practices the basic texts and scriptures and the range of sects and schools of thought are among the subjects covered
pronunciation tables a comprehensive bibliography and a ch an zen lineage chart are also provided

Dictionary of Buddhist Doctrinal and Technical Terms 1996

������������� ������������������ �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��������������

Essentials of Buddhism 1992

buddhist terms names ceremonies texts teaching major buddhist sects and their founders are all explained



Handbook of Chinese Buddhism Being Sanskrit-Chinese Dictionary 1998

moving beyond the original bodhi tree where the historical buddha attained enlightenment buddhism spread throughout asia and in more recent
history has become ubiquitous in america and other western nations as it marches into the status of a major global religion during its
history westward it has changed adapted to new cultures and offered spiritual help to those looking for answers to the problems of life
buddhism is studied in institutions of higher education practice by many people worldwide and its literature is translated in numerous
languages historical dictionary of buddhism second edition contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has more than 900 cross referenced entries on important personalities as well as complex theological concepts
significant practices and basic writings and texts this book is an excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know
more about buddhism

Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Buddhism 1994

this is the first attempt at a description of the grammar and lexicon of buddhist hybrid sanskrit most north indian buddhist texts are
composed in it it is based primarily on an old middle indic vernacular not otherwise identifiable but there seems reason to believe that it
contains features that were borrowed from other middle indic dialects in other words even its middle indic aspects are dialectically
somewhat mixed most strikingly however bhs was also extensively influenced by sanskrit from the very beginning of the tradition as it has
been transmitted to us and increasingly as time went on many especially later products of this tradition have often though misleadingly
been called simply sanskrit without qualification in principle the author has excluded from the grammar and dictionary all forms which are
standard sanskrit and all words which are used in standard sanskrit with the same meanings

Buddhist Dictionary 1992

A Pali-English Glossary of Buddhist Technical Terms 2005-11-21

“A” Manual of Key Buddhist Terms 1977

A Popular Dictionary of Buddhism 1916

Buddhist Dictionary 1950



Introduction to the Study of Buddhism: Vocabulary ... Buddhist terms ... with Japanese
readings and Sanskrit equivalents ... [etc 1983-01-01

Buddhist Dictionary 1991

A Dictionary of Buddhist Terms and Concepts 2022

The Shambhala Dictionary of Buddhism and Zen 2005

Dictionary of Buddhist Terms 1986

中英佛教词典 1888

A Glossary of Buddhist Terms 1989

Hand-book of Chinese Buddhism 2021-07-15

日英佛教語辭典 1962

Historical Dictionary of Buddhism 2005

中英佛學辭典 2006



Dictionary of Zen Buddhist Terminology 1937

A Select Terminology of Buddhism and Bhutanese Culture 2023

漢英佛學大辭典

Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar and Dictionary (2 Vols.)

Dictionary of Buddhist Terms
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